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their assistance the rebels had been decisively defeated. No
better fate befell the enterprise at Toulon, where an Allied
garrison of very miscellaneous composition and not very good
quality was speedily invested by a far superior French force,
among whom was the future Emperor Napoleon, now under-
going his baptism of fire. Nevertheless, the place held out for
close on four months and might well have endured a longer
siege had more British troops been sent, or the other Allied
contingents been of the same military value ; and eventually
the evacuation was successfully carried out with less difficulty
and loss than might have been expected. None the less a
second great opportunity of seriously embarrassing the enemy
was lost at Toulon for want of adequate forces to exploit the
initial advantage.
The next British enterprise in the Mediterranean was more
successful. The islanders of Corsica having revolted against
their French masters, appealed for aid to Hood ; the latter
accordingly appeared with his fleet off the northern coast, and
a landing in force was successfully effected by the troops under
the command of David Dundas. Despite serious disagree-
ments between the Admiral and the General, which eventually
led to the resignation of the latter, the two fortified towns of
San Fiorenzo and Bastia were blockaded and forced to surrender;
and Charles Stuart, one of the best officers of his day, signalised
his accession to command by a brilliant and successful little
operation against Calvi which completed the occupation of the
whole island in August 1794—the first solid success gained
by Great Britain up to that date.
Meanwhile, as we know, events elsewhere had gone ill for
the Allies, and worse was to come. The French successes on
the Continent and their own mutual disagreements over Poland
were already weakening and were soon to disrupt the Coalition
altogether. In April 1795 Prussia signed a separate peace ;
three months later Spain followed suit, and Holland, overrun,
became an ally of France, leaving Great Britain and Austria for
all practical purposes alone to face the exultant enemy, who
was now setting his house in order at home and abandoning
terrorism in favour of milder and more conciliatory methods of
government. The accession of Russia to the Coalition at the
end of 1795, however, did something to restore the balance,
and while the Austrian armies were making head against the
French on the Rhine and in Italy, the British Government
decided to employ its available forces in endeavouring once more
to foment disorder in the west of France by way of a diversion.
Lack of preparation made the attempt not merely a failure, but
almost a disaster, and the unfortunate Royalists who rose in

